1. **Besides 'AND', what other boolean operators can be used for Filters please?**

   *ExL*—Filters can use either AND or OR operators, and can be joined into groups. Session 6 will specifically cover filters and functions.

2. **What is the difference between the Physical Item Material Type and the Bibliographic Material Type? Where are they from? Why may they be different?**

   *ExL*—The Physical Item Material Type comes from the physical item record, whereas the Bibliographic Material Type comes from the bibliographic record.

   A good reference point is our [Subject Area documentation](#), which defines each of the fields that are available in Analytics.

3. **How to handle bound-with titles? "Child" record has no inventory record and should be excluded in the bib record without inventory report?**

   *ExL*—You may need to find a way to identify these records so they can be excluded from “no inventory” reports. If you have specific examples that you’re having trouble excluding, please open a case with the Support team. If you share the example(s) and the path to your report, Support can assist further.

4. **Can Overlap P and E report be limited to a certain shelving location?**

   *ExL*—These out of the box reports use the Titles Subject Area, which does not include location data. It would be necessary to build a custom analysis to meet these reporting needs.

5. **What is the difference between Item Call Number and Permanent Call Number?**

   *ExL*—The Item Call Number is defined in the item record, whereas the Permanent Call Number is defined in the holdings record. Please see the [Subject Area documentation](#) for definitions of the fields.